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Electricity Consumption and
Economic Growth: A New
Relationship with Significant
Consequences?
The growth rate of electricity consumption has important
implications for business and public policy. This article
describes altered trends in the relationship between
growth in economic activity and electricity use and offers
hypotheses to explain them. These new trends require
utility system stakeholders to rethink old assumptions and
prepare for a new reality of lower growth rates in
electricity consumption.
Richard F. Hirsh and Jonathan G. Koomey
I. Introduction
The growth rate of electricity

consumption has important

implications for business and

public policy. Increasing use of

electricity usually boosts

power producers’ income, but

construction of conventional

generating plants to meet rising

demand may add to pollution and
ved., http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.tej.2015.10.002
other environmental woes. The

traditional electric utility business

model is predicated on

continuously expanding usage of

electricity, and if the rate of

growth slows (or becomes

negative), profits will decline,

especially if companies build

unneeded generating facilities.

Increasing consumption is also

embedded as a key element in the
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A solid connection
between prosperity and
electricity consumption
implied that the
economy ‘cannot grow
at a rate much higher
than the rate of increase
in the electricity
supply.’
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Obama administration’s Clean

Power Plan. If the actual growth

rate differs from the forecast

amount, then perverse and

unexpected outcomes can result.

In particular, lower-than-

predicted consumption growth

would imply less-stringent

environmental mitigation

requirements than initially

expected.1

T his article explores the

relationship between

electricity use and economic

activity since 1949. That

relationship has been a major

driver of electricity forecasts in

the past, and it continues to hold

sway today. But the relationship

has changed significantly in the

U.S.2 At the time of the first oil

shock in the early 1970s, the U.S.

economy shifted from a period of

electrification and increasing

electricity intensity to one in

which electricity use and gross

domestic product (GDP) grew at

comparable rates. Then, in the

mid-1990s, the U.S. economy

entered a period in which

electricity consumption grew

more slowly than the GDP.

Finally, since 2007, the U.S.

economy has generated GDP

growth with almost no net growth

in electricity demand. If this last

trend continues, it will present

fundamental challenges to how

utilities operate in the U.S., with

implications for the design of

public policies that affect

creation of new generation

resources, energy efficiency, and

compliance with environmental

regulations.
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II. Electricity
Consumption and
Economic Activity
Do electricity consumption and

economic well-being go hand-in-

hand? For decades, conventional

wisdom (and data) answered this

question with a resounding

‘‘yes.’’ A 1960 article celebrating

Thomas Edison’s birthday

observed, for example, that the

power industry ‘‘is a growth
industry in the fullest sense of that

term! Electricity increasingly

stimulates over-all economic

growth in the United States. . .’’3

That belief held sway into the

1980s, as the solid connection

between prosperity and electricity

consumption implied that the

economy ‘‘cannot grow at a rate

much higher than the rate of

increase in the electricity

supply.’’4 The U.S. Department of

Energy and several electric utility

organizations published a

pamphlet in 2003 noting that the

‘‘use of electricity has grown

dramatically over the last 30 years

and mirrors the equally robust
040-6190/# 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.,
growth of the gross domestic

product (GDP), the gauge of

economic health in the United

States.’’5 In 2007, the Edison

Electric Institute, a trade group of

electric utility companies, ob-

served in its publication (avail-

able online in 2011 or later), Key

Facts About the Electric Power In-

dustry, that ‘‘[e]lectricity is the

lifeblood of the U.S. economy’’6

and that ‘‘[g]rowth in electricity

use has coincided with growth in

the GDP since the end of World

War II.’’7

T he apparently strong

relationship between

economic growth and electricity

consumption often motivates the

need for increased power-plant

construction, at least in the eyes of

some utility stakeholders.

‘‘Economic growth is good news

for Virginia,’’ noted Dominion

Virginia Power’s Web site in 2011,

for example, ‘‘but it presents

special challenges’’ due to the

projected increase in electricity

demand of almost 4,500 MW in

the next decade that may result

from the rising GDP. ‘‘A strong

economy requires more energy to

support its continued growth,’’

the site declared. ‘‘The key issue

confronting the Commonwealth

is where the additional power will

come from to sustain this

growth.’’8 For planning purposes,

the company develops forecasts

that correlate strongly with

economic measures; its 2010

integrated resource planning

document noted that the ‘‘forecast

of the Virginia economy drove the

Company’s energy sales and load
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.tej.2015.10.002 73
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Utilities, regional grid
operators, and other

stakeholders must realize that

long-term load projections
based largely on the belief in a

strong correlation between

economic growth and
electricity consumption may

not be accurate.
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forecasts.’’9 More recently, the

firm’s 2014 plan, which uses

several models and considers a

host of variables, still notes that

the ‘‘forecast for the Virginia

economy is a key driver in the

Company’s energy sales and load

forecasts.’’10 And while it

considers many factors, the PJM

Interconnection, the regional grid

operator for 13 states (and the

District of Columbia), still

employs projections of economic

growth for determining load

forecasts.11

One cannot dispute the notion

that electricity use has yielded

huge productivity enhancements

that benefit the economy (and will

likely continue to do so), nor that

economic growth in the past has

propelled increased electricity

use. However, it appears that a

one-to-one relationship between

electricity consumption and GDP

no longer holds.12 In other words,

the history of this relationship

demonstrates that it has been

more variable than people have

assumed, especially since the

mid-1990s. Moreover, though

some interests may have a stake in

claiming that a direct linkage

between the two metrics exists,

we are unaware of an empirical or

theoretical justification for it.13

This article does not fully

explore the relationship between

electricity consumption and

economic growth. Instead, it

presents data suggesting a path of

research to clarify the main

question posed above, at least as it

applies in the United States.14 We

suggest that a linear relationship
1040-6190/# 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reser
between electricity consumption

and the gross domestic

product—GDP, the widely

accepted (though flawed15)

measure of economic activity—

changed remarkably after the

mid-1990s in the United States.

Before then, starting in the early

1970s, the relationship between

electricity consumption and GDP

demonstrated a solid (almost

one-to-one) correlation; after

about 1996, that correlation
appeared to have diverged

significantly, requiring less

electricity to produce each unit of

GDP.

Our contribution toward

understanding the relationship

between electricity and GDP

growth will therefore focus on

hypotheses for the correlation

divergence since the mid-1990s.

Further research will draw from

these hypotheses and perhaps

suggest ways to obtain greater

economic value with less demand

on electrical resources. That goal

has merit since, even if one

can generate electricity with

renewable resources, the
ved., http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.tej.2015.10.002
production of power

(unless absolutely necessary)

still has significant

environmental, business, and

policy impacts.

W hile more research to

determine the causes of

the divergence between electricity

consumption and economic

growth needs to be conducted, the

identification of the deviation in

itself yields an immediate policy

contribution. Most importantly,

this work suggests that utilities,

regional grid operators, and other

stakeholders must realize that

long-term load projections based

largely on the belief in a strong

correlation between economic

growth and electricity

consumption (or on similar

correlations embedded in regres-

sion-based forecasting models)

may not be accurate. Since load

projections often serve as the basis

for planning of new generation

plants and transmission facilities,

while also affecting elements of

pollution mitigation programs,

their inaccuracy can have serious

consequences.16
III. The Data
Before going further, let’s

examine historical trends on

end-use electricity consumption,

primary energy consumption,

and inflation-adjusted GDP. The

data, which come from the U.S.

Department of Energy’s Energy

Information Administration, have

been normalized, making each

value equal to 100 in 1973.
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Figure 1: Indices of US Inflation-Adjusted GDP, Primary Energy Consumption, and
Electricity Consumption Normalized to 1973 = 100
Note: Data from U.S. Department of Energy, Energy Information Administration, Monthly
Energy Review, June 2015, tables 1.7 and 7.6, downloaded as Excel files at http://www.
eia.gov/totalenergy/data/monthly/index.cfm. Energy consumption consists of use of all
primary energy sources, including fossil and nuclear fuels, renewable energy, and net
electricity imports. Electricity consumption includes retail sales plus direct use of electrical
energy. It is equivalent to net generation in the electric power, commercial, and industrial
sectors plus net electrical imports, minus losses from transmission and distribution and
unaccounted-for causes. This number includes power generated by combined heat-and-
power plants and self-generated electricity. DOE/EIA converted GDP figures to inflation-
adjusted 2009 dollars before we normalized them for our graphs.
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Figure 1 highlights important

trends. First, it shows that pri-

mary energy consumption grew

137 percent from 1949 to 1973 at a

time when electricity usage

jumped 573 percent. Meanwhile,

GDP shot up 167 percent. In other

words, the electricity intensity

(electricity/unit of GDP) in-

creased substantially during this

period when the primary energy

intensity (primary energy/unit of

GDP) declined moderately (about

11 percent—a small amount

compared to the overall growth).

To make the intensity story

clearer, we offer Figure 2, which

presents ratios of energy and
ovember 2015, Vol. 28, Issue 9 1
electricity consumption per

inflation-adjusted GDP,

normalized to 1973 = 100.

T he trend of electricity

intensity appeared to

change after the Arab oil embargo

of 1973. From that year and for the

next 23 years, electricity con-

sumption seemed to grow in

lockstep with the GDP, while

overall energy consumption

declined dramatically with

respect to economic activity. From

1973 to 1996, the GDP grew 92

percent as electricity

consumption jumped 90 percent.

It seems, then, that GDP

growth correlated with electricity
040-6190/# 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.,
consumption, but the relationship

now appeared linear; in other

words, the electricity intensity

remained fairly uniform instead

of increasing as it did before 1973.

P erhaps most strikingly,

however, the correlation

between electricity consumption

and GDP expansion diverged

after about 1996, when the GDP

growth rate greatly exceeded the

electricity consumption rate.

Breaking the trend of equivalent

growth in the two indicators that

persisted for more than two

decades, real GDP increased 41

percent between 1996 and 2007

while electricity consumption

rose only 19 percent. Electricity

usage appeared to follow the

same path as primary energy

growth in decoupling from GDP,

only a few decades later.

Another graph highlights the

correlation divergence more

dramatically. Figure 3 uses the

same data as the previous graph,

but focuses on the period after

1973, and it normalizes the

measures to 100 in 1996.

Electricity consumption growth

and GDP growth occurred at a

similar pace from 1973 to 1996;

however, after 1996, the

correlation deviated significantly.

Figures 1 and 3 also show that

electricity consumption has

remained flat from 2007 to 2014,

even as real GDP grew 8 percent.

This surprising trend, if it

continues, would represent yet

another fundamental shift in the

relationship between electricity

use and GDP. Astute observers of

the utility industry would do well
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.tej.2015.10.002 75
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Note: Data from Figure 1.
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to consider this trend as they

formulate business strategy in the

future.

Figure 4 shows annual changes

in U.S. electricity demand since

1950, and it tells a story of

declining consumption growth

over time. The linear trend line
1040-6190/# 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reser
associated with these data goes

below zero in about 2010, which

indicates that declines in absolute

electricity consumption could

become a reality in the years

ahead, assuming recent trends

continue. If nothing else, the data

suggest that the heady growth
ved., http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.tej.2015.10.002
rates of past decades (which had

both positive and negative

impacts) may not repeat

themselves soon, if ever.17
IV. Electricity and GDP:
Some Hypotheses
The National Academy of

Sciences (NAS) in 1986 sponsored

a study that examined the

relationship between electricity

use and economic activity, noting

that major structural changes in

the American economy since the

early 1970s contributed to the

overall lowering of the electricity

intensity.18 It also found that

‘‘electricity use and gross national

product have been. . . strongly

correlated,’’19 with stable linear

relationships between the two

measures over long periods of

time.20 Shifts in the slope of the

linear relationships occurred

during the Great Depression and

after World War II.21 Perhaps

most interestingly (for our

purposes), the NAS researchers

observed that electricity intensity

had begun to decline into the

mid-1980s. Whether the trend

would continue remained

uncertain to the NAS authors,

who observed that the

‘‘post-embargo years are still too

few to provide definitive answers

about trend shifts.’’22

T he data presented in this

article, of course, suggest

that the modest declines in

electricity intensity observed in

the mid-1980s were reversed in

the late 1980s, so that intensities
The Electricity Journal
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remained roughly flat until the

mid-1990s. After that time the

electricity intensity started to

decline. What happened to cause

the mid-1990s correlation

divergence? Here are some

plausible hypotheses—

hypotheses that will require

further testing.

Hypothesis 1: Cumulative impact

of electrical energy-efficiency efforts.

Starting with the Arab oil

embargo in 1973, governments,

utilities, private businesses, and

individuals made significant

efforts to do more with less

energy. In particular,

governments (especially

trend-setting California) began

establishing incentives for energy

efficiency and standards for

energy consumption in buildings,

equipment, and appliances (such

as refrigerators, air conditioners,

dehumidifiers, lighting, and

windows),23 with the federal

government passing national

energy-efficiency standards in

1987, 1992, and 2005.24 Since so
ovember 2015, Vol. 28, Issue 9 1
much energy is used in buildings

(about 40 percent of total energy

and three quarters of all electricity

use in 2014),25 these energy

efficiency gains (along with those

from utility efficiency programs)

had a major impact on overall

electricity consumption growth

rates.26

L ikewise, starting in the

1970s, regulators in some

states adopted policies that forced

electric utilities to pursue more

efficiency.27 The cumulative

impact of these efforts, especially

as electricity-hogging equipment

purchased in the 1970s began

seeing replacement in the 1990s

(refrigerators, for example,

typically have lives of 15 or more

years) may have contributed

significantly to the correlation

divergence in the mid-1990s.28 If

nothing else, the overall efficiency

efforts may have already had an

impact by contributing to the

declining growth rate of

electricity consumption: in the

post-war years to the beginning of
040-6190/# 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.,
the energy crisis (late 1940s to

1973), electricity use grew about 8

percent annually. From 1996 to

2007 it grew about 1.6 percent per

year, and from 2007 to 2014,

electricity consumption growth

dropped to zero.29

Hypothesis 2: Increased use of

information and communications

technologies (ICT). The greater

employment of the Internet and

electronic technologies to conduct

business may have also

contributed to lower electricity

intensity. Enabling people and

businesses to communicate with

others more efficiently, these

technologies yielded great

economic productivity with

relatively little electricity

consumption. In a 2008 study, the

American Council for an

Energy-Efficient Economy argued

that much of the improvement in

the overall energy intensity

decline since the mid-1990s

appears to draw from the use of

such technologies.30 Moreover,

the 1990s witnessed a period of

increasing business investment

(as a percent of GDP), much of

which went into information and

communications technologies

(ICT). (In 1992, the gross private

domestic investment in ICT stood

at about 11.9 percent of GDP; it

rose to 15.6 percent by 2002,

though it has remained at that rate

during much of the 2000s.31) Some

of this investment may have been

motivated by concerns of the

heavily promoted Y2K problem,

in which people worried about

failing computers as the clock

ticked into the new century, and
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.tej.2015.10.002 77
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businesses purchased new

computers and other ICT in a way

that enhanced productivity

without greatly pushing up

demand for electricity. Finally,

subtle effects in the service sector

may have been prominent in the

1990s and thereafter. For example,

the financial services sector—a

large user of productivity-en-

hancing ICT—grew from 14.7

percent of the GDP in 1973 to 19.0

percent in 1995 and 21.5 percent in

2009.32 In short, the application of

these technologies throughout the

economy may have had a

significant impact on the

relationship between the nation’s

electrical consumption and GDP.

Hypothesis 3: Higher prices for

electricity in some states and regions.

In much of the country, customers

have seen prices for electricity

increase modestly. Nationally,

average prices (for all sectors)

increased in inflation-adjusted

terms by just 11 percent from 2001

to 2014.33 This modest increase of

average prices around the country

(and among all customer classes)

may mask large regional price

hikes, especially in states that

experienced an end of price caps

as part of deregulation efforts

beginning in the late 1990s.34 As

prices increase, customers seek to

curtail use of electricity through

behavioral changes and through

efforts to increase electrical

energy efficiency, such as

purchases of new, energy-stingy

equipment (Hypothesis 1). For

Hypothesis 3 to hold, electricity

customers must respond

asymmetrically to price hikes and
1040-6190/# 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reser
price decreases, or alternatively

customers must have a threshold

change above which they are

more price sensitive. It is unclear

if either of those conditions holds

in practice, and ultimately,

empirical analysis comparing

state data will be required to

assess this hypothesis.

Hypothesis 4: The U.S. may be

entering a new stage of economic
development, characterized by

structural changes in the

economy. As some industries

move from the U.S. to other

countries, the relationship

between electricity use and GDP

could be affected, an explanation

suggested by researchers who

conduct detailed decompositions

of changes in the energy economy

over time.35 Industries may also

be transforming themselves to

produce GDP growth in less

electricity-intensive ways (which

may be related to Hypothesis 2).

High-level data suggest that such

structural shifts are unlikely to

have caused the changes

observed in electricity demand

growth beyond 1996, because
ved., http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.tej.2015.10.002
changes of consumption patterns

in residential and commercial

buildings constituted the primary

drivers of the decline in total

electricity demand growth

starting in the mid 1990s.36

However, these data may be

hiding structural shifts between

different industrial sectors inside

the U.S., and only more empirical

analysis will be needed to

untangle that potential complexity.

Hypothesis 5: The electricity

consumption data may be biased

because of measurement issues. The

most important omitted factor

consists of generation of electricity

by residential and commercial

customers using small rooftop

photovoltaic (PV) systems. Because

the modest power production of

these systems remains ‘‘behind the

meter,’’ the Department of

Energy’s Energy Information

Administration does not track

them. While PV systems were not

numerous enough to have caused

the correlation divergence in 1996,

they have become much more

common in recent years—espe-

cially in several states that have

provided incentives for their

installation37—and no doubt some

of the reduced growth in electricity

demand in the EIA data results

from increased penetration of such

rooftop PV systems. This hypoth-

esis is ripe for empirical testing.
V. Next Steps and
Conclusions
Clearly, further research needs

to be performed to understand
The Electricity Journal
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better why the correlation

divergence occurred in the

mid-1990s, why electricity

intensity continues to decline, and

whether electricity demand will

remain flat even as GDP growth

continues. Statisticians and others

can use their special skills to

test the above hypotheses or to

propose others. (We don’t

claim to have exhausted the

possibilities.)

E ven without fully

understanding the reasons

for declining electricity intensity,

however, our observations still

yield an important implication.

Namely, one should avoid

making long-term forecasts of

electrical loads based largely on

predictions of correlations with

the gross domestic product (or

variations of this measure for

metropolitan and other

geographical regions). As noted,

while the growth of electricity

consumption closely paralleled

the increase in the GDP from 1973

to the mid-1990s, that linkage

appears to have been broken in

the past two decades.

Planners need to remain aware

of the divergence in the growth

rates of the GDP and electricity

consumption. Within the PJM

region, for example, an error that

yields a 1 percent increase in

projected economic growth

translates to an approximately

1,000 MW miscalculation in peak

load projection based on existing

capacity—an amount equivalent

to the output of a large fossil-fuel

or nuclear generating unit.38

Such an error in a hugely
ovember 2015, Vol. 28, Issue 9 1
capital-intensive industry would

have grave financial implications.

It would also incur large

environmental and political

consequences for entities seeking

to build new (and ultimately

unnecessary) facilities. At the

same time, consumers in states

that retain traditional regulation

would bear a portion of the costs

associated with overly high
forecasts (and construction of

unused facilities) while also

suffering because their demand

response and energy-efficiency

efforts would have less monetary

value.39

A recent example of how

forecasts can affect public policy

is embedded in the Obama

Administration’s Clean Power

Plan, which relies on forecasts

from the Energy Information

Administration’s National

Energy Modeling System (NEMS)

to determine one path for meeting

emissions targets in different

states. As some investigators

have recently noted, NEMS has

historically overestimated

electricity sales, which implies that
040-6190/# 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.,
the emissions targets will not be

nearly as stringent as expected.40

More generally, any public policy

measures that rely on forecasted

electricity growth for their

compliance method likely will be

subject to slower increases in

coming years.

O f course, even if planners

stop employing forecast

models that correlate load growth

with economic activity, new

construction of power generation

facilities will remain likely in the

future. Existing power plants

cannot last forever, and they will

need replacement. And if the

nation seeks to address climate

change concerns, it will likely

need to replace fossil-fuel-burn-

ing plants with less polluting

plants (combined, of course, with

a large dose of energy efficiency)

and with transmission lines that

link load centers to renewable

energy facilities.

Homeowners and businesses

may also increase their use of

distributed generation facilities—

everything from on-site,

small-scale gas generators to

plug-in hybrid vehicles that send

power into the grid when they are

not used, to greater use of home

photovoltaic systems. Such

investments (and those in battery

storage, which increases the value

to the grid of variable natural

resource-based generation

systems) would reduce

utility-produced electricity

consumption even further and

create additional pressure on

companies’ rate design and

profitability.41 (Countering such
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.tej.2015.10.002 79
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drops in consumption, of course,

could be increased sales to electric

vehicles away from homes or

those at home without distributed

generation on site.) With retail

sales from utilities remaining

steady, declining, or only growing

slowly, the demand for power in

the future may not increase in

parallel with the robust economic

growth that planners hope for.

T hat conclusion has serious

consequences for many

stakeholders: environmental

advocates may celebrate the

reduced pressure to build new

conventional (and polluting)

power plants and draw instead

from renewable power systems

used in distributed generation

configurations. Utility managers

and financial planners may

appreciate the reduced need to

enter capital markets and borrow

money (or float stock issues) for

new generation and transmission

facilities, but they may have to

become more creative in

obtaining new sources of revenue

(perhaps by purchasing and then

leasing renewable energy systems

on customers’ premises). They

will also benefit from working

with regulators and legislative

bodies to deal with self-

generating customers who still

depend on utilities for backup

power and who force fixed and

variable costs to be shared among

fewer kilowatt-hours (with higher

unit prices as the result). And they

will need to ensure that policies

dependent on forecasts of

electricity demand growth take

into account these recent trends.
1040-6190/# 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reser
In other words, utility stake-

holders must rethink old

assumptions and prepare for

what appears to be a new reality

of lower growth rates in electricity

consumption.
Appendix. People Used
to Think that Energy and
GDP Also Had a One-to-
One Correspondence
T he discussion in this article

of the relationship between

electricity growth and economic

growth mirrors a similar one held

in the 1960s and later concerning

the correlation between overall

energy use and economic

prosperity. Since the nation’s

early years and into the mid-

20th century, per capita and gross

energy consumption

exploded: Americans consumed a

total of about 2.4 quadrillion (1015)

BTUs in 1850 and 40.8

quadrillion BTUs in 1955; per

capita consumption more than

doubled in the same period.42 As

economic growth accompanied

increased energy use, many
ved., http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.tej.2015.10.002
observers believed that material

well-being depended on

increased energy consumption.43

Interestingly, some people also

felt that social progress also cor-

related with growth in energy

use: the American anthropologist

Leslie A. White wrote in 1947, for

example, that ‘‘[c]ulture advances

as the amount of energy har-

nessed per capita increases. . .’’

thus yielding an objective mea-

sure for ‘‘the evaluation of cul-

tures.’’44 But serious scholars in

the 1950s tested an element of this

belief using econometric data

derived from the 1880s, finding

that the ratio of energy con-

sumption per unit of economic

activity (energy intensity) rose

from 1880 to 1920 only to fall

thereafter at a rate of about 1.2

percent annually.45 Moreover,

since the 1973 energy crisis, this

declining trend accelerated, lar-

gely due to higher energy prices

and new policy initiatives that

encouraged energy efficiency, as

government, industry, and the

general public made efforts to use

energy more wisely.46 The Presi-

dent’s Council on Environmental

Quality observed in 1979 that

energy intensity continued to

decline at a rapid pace, suggesting

‘‘that the means are available to

wring far more consumer goods

and services out of each unit of

fuel that we use, whether it be a

barrel of oil or a ton of coal or

uranium.’’47 In general, that trend

has continued, such that in 2014,

Americans produced a dollar’s

worth of GDP with 44 percent of

the energy needed in 1973.48
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T he observation that a unit of

GDP could increase with

less energy input disputed the

notion that economic growth

depends on increasing energy

consumption. After all, the econ-

omy continued expanding at

respectable rates over many years

without using as much energy per

unit as in earlier years. Of course,

analysts appropriately attributed

part of this reduction in energy

intensity to the changing structure

of the American economy, as we

note above. As the economy

moved more from manufacturing

(which contributed 21.9 percent to

the GDP in 1973 but only 11.2

percent in 200949) and into ser-

vices, one could expect less energy

input per unit of GDP. The decline

in energy intensity appears to have

become a long-term fixture of the

American economy.&
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